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Advising Technology refers to the source systems, advising tools, and add-on student support 
features that provide information from and about students to institutions. The application of one or 
more of these technologies introduces efficiencies by automating common transactional elements of 
planning and advising services, enabling more opportunities to create and foster meaningful 
relationships between the student and their advisor(s) and promoting intentional and holistic 
advising by design.



The information collected and analyzed using advising technology can also assist institutions in 
learning more about how strategic, personalized attention and support can be offered to meet the 
specific needs of students and further their success. Through the use and application of advising 
technology, institutions can advance more equitable, high-quality, and effective programs and 
policies that center the experiences of Black, Latinx, Indigenous, Asian, Pacific Islander, and 
poverty-affected students and ultimately improve student learning outcomes.

What is Advising Technology?

Introduction
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The practice of advising is increasingly taking on both broader and deeper 
meaning, particularly as institutions strive toward a vision of holistic student 
support. The Advising Success Network (ASN) does not promote a single 
model or approach to advising, but rather views advising as a critical 
component of student success, and a “bright star” in the integrated 
constellation of student supports at an institution. The advisor-advisee 
relationship supports students as they identify and attain their academic, 
career, and personal goals. The network defines “advising” as encompassing 
more than the student interaction with an advisor, to also include the structure 
and operations of academic advising; the roles and responsibilities of primary-
role and faculty advisors; and advising pedagogies, approaches, and models. 
As institutions adopt a more holistic approach to advising, the market is 
responding; consequently, the already complex universe of advising-related 
technology tools is also expanding.

 

This advising technology ecosystem of tools and products is a large and ever 
shifting one. Vendors’ product roadmaps continuously evolve to add or update 
features. Niche companies with targeted tools or new functionality pop up and 
are acquired by larger companies. A tool might be positioned as a full 
standalone product by one vendor, and then sold as included functionality 
within another vendor’s more robust product. As institutions seek to purchase 
new tools or enable additional features in a previously implemented solution, it 
is critical to consider the ways in which the existing systems may need to be 
restructured or modified to properly integrate and interact with one another. 

 

For institution leaders, IT teams, advisors, student support leaders, and the 
many others increasingly involved in procuring, implementing, or using advising 
technologies, navigating this landscape can be, in the words of one community 
college Chief Information Officer (CIO), “mind-meltingly complex and 
frustratingly inconsistent.” 

This resource aims to simplify and clarify the 
advising technology space by connecting it 
back to the thing that matters most:  
the student journey.

About this Resource
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Throughout this resource, the milestones describe the strategic, sustained, 
integrated, proactive, and personalized (SSIPP) advising practices that might be 
employed during that milestone. These SSIPP design principles and building 
blocks offer a framework for institutions to scale holistic and equity-minded 
advising and student supports at scale ( , 

). In addition, each milestone features the technology tools that undergird 
the described advising or student support practice, as well as a set of 
considerations for adoptions for these tools and/or features. Relevant SSIPP 
principles supported by the combined technology and practice described in the 
milestone are also highlighted throughout this resource. 

 

Of course, this resource does not touch on every student milestone or every 
single niche advising technology in the field. Certainly "Luis," as a hypothetical 
student navigating an associate degree at a brick and mortar institution, cannot 
capture the nuances and many variations of student journeys. Rather, the 
resource focuses on several of the most common milestones, categories, and 
technology tools that are most widely used within and integral to the advising 
space. It is also informed by the current literature and barriers that first-
generation, poverty affected, and/or racially minoritized students experience 
while navigating through their college experience. 



In this way, we envision that this resource will provide a streamlined, common 
ground for institution leaders and practitioners to better understand how advising 
technology is interwoven with, and can deeply impact, broader advising strategy 
and practice.

 

In short, in a “mind-meltingly complex” landscape, we hope this can serve as an 
accessible and grounding starting point for your advising technology journey.

Karp, 2021 Chamberlain & Burnside, 
2022

Each section follows a hypothetical student, 
Luis, through major milestones from pre-
matriculation through post-graduation.
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Methodology

https://www.phasetwoadvisory.com/news-resources/ssipp
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/he.20405
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/he.20405


resources from the field, focusing on recent assets 
developed by Advising Success Network (ASN) partners, 
landscape scans and large-scale surveys conducted by 
Tyton Partners in 2021, and practitioner, vendor, and 
student interviews conducted by The Ada Center across 
2022. To bring this resource to its final form, Substantial, 
a research, design and build consultancy, provided the 
information architecture, visual design, and final layout 
of this document and partnered with  of 
the University of Denver to conduct an equity review of 
the content.



Core and enterprise systems which supply key data into 
other advising technologies, such as the student 
information systems (SIS) and learning management 
systems (LMS), are not specifically profiled in this 
resource, However, these types of tools are mentioned 
throughout the content because they enable advising 
technology features and functionality.

Dr. Chris Nelson

o create this resource, The Ada Center, in partnership 
with EDUCAUSE, leveraged the bibliography ofT

Methodology
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About the Advising Success Network
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to engage institutions in holistic advising redesign to 
advance success for Black, Latinx, Indigenous, Asian, and 
Pacific Islander students and poverty-affected students. 
The network develops services and resources to guide 
institutions in implementing evidence-based advising 
practices to advance a more equitable student experience 
to achieve our vision of a higher education landscape 
that has eliminated race and income as predictors of 
student success. 



The ASN is coordinated by 
 and includes 

, the 
, , 

, 
and the 

.

NASPA - Student Affairs 
Administrators in Higher Education
Achieving the Dream American Association of State 
Colleges and Universities (AASCU) EDUCAUSE
NACADA: The Global Community for Academic Advising

National Resource Center for the First-Year 
Experience and Students in Transition

ormed in 2018, the  
is a dynamic network of five organizations partnering

Advising Success Network (ASN)F

Milestones & Products

https://www.naspa.org/home
https://www.naspa.org/home
https://achievingthedream.org/
https://aascu.org/
https://aascu.org/
https://www.educause.edu/
https://nacada.ksu.edu/
https://sc.edu/about/offices_and_divisions/national_resource_center/
https://sc.edu/about/offices_and_divisions/national_resource_center/
https://www.advisingsuccessnetwork.org/


Milestones Product Categories

Product Relations

01 Inquiry & Recruitment

Feature / Bolt-On Often Paired

02 Application & Financial Aid

03 Onboarding

04 Orientation & Goal Setting

05 Degree Planning & Registration

06 Proactive Advising

07 Ongoing, Holistic Student Support

08 Degree Progress

09 Completion & Post-Graduation

10 Analysis & Continuous Improvement

Each milestone leads with a student journey narrative. This helps us 
empathize with the student and better understand where certain 
products may help them along the way. 

Advising Technology products include standalone tools, bolt-on 
features of standalone tools, and niche products that fit into one of 
these three main categories:

Some products are features or bolt-ons of larger products while others 
may be standalones, but are often (but not always) paired with other 
products. Use the key below to identify these relationships:

Milestones 
& Products

Each advising technology falls into one of three product focus 
categories. The milestones represented in Luis’ journey each 
contain at least one relevant product or bolt-on application.
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Milestone 01 — Inquiry & Recruitment

Prospect Advising

Core Academic Advising

Whole Student Journey Advising



Inquiry & 
Recruitment

Luis attends a college recruitment event and, after 
deciding he’s interested in the college, fills out an 
electronic form where he indicates his communication 
preferences, areas of academic and co-curricular 
interest, and basic demographic information. He receives 
a follow-up text later that day thanking him for attending 
the event and letting him know that more information will 
be coming to him soon. 



The following week, Luis receives a personalized letter 
and email encouraging enrollment at the college, a main 
point of contact at the college to help with onboarding 
questions, and a link to a portal with a personalized task 
list of key steps. With the follow-up nudge, Luis decides 
to click into the college application to learn more.

Tool(s) in this Milestone:

01
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Prospect Engagement Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Prospective Student Portal



Prospect 
Engagement 
CRM

A system to manage applicants and interactions in support of student recruitment 
and enrollment activities. Such efforts can therefore become more strategic, 
personalized, and sustained across the prospect-to-applicant journey.

Prospect-facing portals typically include a user-friendly interface that 
tracks all to-dos for prospective students in one place. Many will 
include prospect-facing application and application guidance, tasks 
related to financial aid, and/or notices about upcoming recruitment 
and enrollment events. Prospect portals, in addition to helping to 
make the enrollment process feel more integrated for students, also 
allow recruiters to be more proactive in their efforts. 



Prospect Portals can feed data on student progress to the Prospect 
Engagement CRM, allowing recruitment and enrollment staff to 
continuously add to the prospective student’s profile as that individual 
interacts with the institution. Sample data fields may include: Name, 
Contact Information, Interaction History (e.g., events attended), 
Communication History, Field of Interest, Demographic Information. 



Equipped with these profiles, recruitment and enrollment staff are 
empowered to create a more personalized approach to their 
outreach efforts.

Secondary Tool

PROSPECTIVE 
STUDENT PORTAL

Stand-alone

01

Description:

Prospect Engagement CRMs help 
to prioritize outreach and track 
communications with prospective 
students. Prospect profiles focus on 
contact interaction and admissions 
progress. These tools are typically 
used and maintained within a 
single department or a few closely 
related units (e.g., recruitment and 
admissions). Features help to track 
and support a prospective student 
from inquiry through application 
and enrollment.



Prospect Engagement CRMs can 
come with a wide range of 

functionality that vendors package 
differently. Some products come 
with built-in, robust features, 
including

 More advanced outreach and 
analytics capabilitie

 Built-in or integrated 
application tool

 An event management tool



Others offer only more 
foundational prospect profile and 
outreach capabilities, with the 
option to buy these other features 
as separately packaged products.

Prospect Advising 
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These two products are often, but not always paired together



Application & 
Financial Aid

As Luis progresses through the application and other to-
dos on his prospect portal, a chatbot provides quick 
answers to his ad-hoc questions. But when Luis starts asking 
more complex questions about financial aid and the 
FAFSA, the chatbot connects Luis with a recruitment and 
enrollment guide. The guide lets Luis know that the college 
will be hosting events across the community, including at 
the local high school, as well as virtual sessions to 
encourage participation from students who prefer to 
participate from home and/or to offer the option to involve 
their family or community members. Recruitment and 
financial aid office staff will be on-site, or available via 
remote appointment, to help with applications and the 
FAFSA. Luis finds a slot that works for him, signs up, and 
with the on-site help, completes his FAFSA and application.

Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Chatbots
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02



Chatbots
A tool that utilizes simulated, text-based conversation to connect students 
with common resources and quick access to answers. Chatbots analyze 
keywords in student text to provide useful, rule- and script-based 
responses previously defined by staff.

Description:

Chatbots are increasingly used 
across institution websites and 
portals to offer prospective 
students and enrolled students the 
ability to get quick answers to 
common questions and/or access 
to key resources without needing 
to search across institution 
webpages. The chat window 
automatically pops up when a 
student or prospect arrives on a 
certain webpage or portal link to 
ask whether the student needs 
assistance. From there, students 
can converse with the chatbot to

get the answers or further 
resources they need. When the 
chatbot cannot answer a students’ 
question, it can help to triage the 
student to advisors or support staff.



This allows the institution to be 
more strategic about how 
advisors and support staff use their 
time. Freed from hundreds of one-
off, “transactional” questions, 
advisors and counselors can spend 
more time with students that need 
deeper assistance.

There are a wide range of users who may 
want to interact with the chatbot, including 
individuals who support prospects/students 
(e.g., parents, family members, community 
supporters). Work with your vendor to 
ensure that the chatbot’s communication is 
designed to be inclusive of all these 
audiences. Additionally, consider what 
topics/questions the chatbot should handle, 
and when should things be handed off to 
institution staff. 

Note:

Chatbot design, 
usage, and setup

Whole Student Journey Advising

02
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An onboarding navigator is notified of Luis’s enrollment. 
By consulting information collected across his enrollment 
process, she can proactively reach out to connect Luis to 
his student portal. 



The portal features various onboarding resources and a 
personalized to-do list. First on the to-do list is an intake 
survey, offering the opportunity for Luis to share 
information about himself (such as preferred pronouns and 
preferred name) and a sign-up link for the college’s 
upcoming orientation sessions.

Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Student Portal
Onboarding Checklist & Intake Survey

Onboarding03
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When a student enters an institution’s Student Portal for 
the first time, they are typically met with some form of an 
intake survey and onboarding checklist. This feature 
allows entering students to see all major onboarding steps 
and resources integrated into one place, and to track 
their progress through each of these milestones. Intake 
survey questions, if integrated with the Case/Cohort 
Management CRM system, can help to populate the 
student’s profile, reducing the need for a student to “tell 
their story” multiple times to different faculty and support 
team members. 



Information collected through the intake survey portion of 
the feature can also help to shape and personalize the 
onboarding checklist. Advisors and support team 
members may be able to view students’ onboarding 
progress, add suggested resources based on students’ 
specific needs, and/or proactively intervene if students 
get stuck on an onboarding step.

Onboarding Checklist 
& Intake Survey

Student 
Portal

Description:

A personalized landing site that provides sustained guidance to students on 
next steps, integrated and centralized access to institutional resources, and an 
efficient means of identifying and communicating with key support personnel.

Several vendors and Case/Cohort 
Management System (CMS) products with 
CRM features include student-facing portals 
that integrate with their broader advisor 
and administrator-facing CRM apparatus. 
In other cases, student-facing components 
may be sold as independent products and/
or institutions may choose to implement a 
“homegrown” portal. Note that “mixing 
and matching” student portals and Case 
Management CRM products from different 
vendors may create integration issues that 
affect the efficacy of both the Case 
Management CRM and Student Portal 
features. Exemplary portals are built to 
meet accessibility standards and are usable 
on mobile as well as desktop platforms.

If a Learning Management System (LMS) 
serves as a students’ digital classroom, the 
student portal serves as the students’ 
digital campus hub. Institutions must 
consider: What key student journey 
milestones should be highlighted in the 
student portal? What features or tools can 
we embed in the portal vs. link out to, 
keeping in mind that students strongly 
prefer to have “everything in one place” 
as much as possible? In what ways or at 
what points in the student journey would 
we want the portal to strategically adapt to 
provide more personalized guidance (i.e., 
if a student indicates that they are a 
parent, then their portal should update to 
highlight on-campus child care resources)?

03
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Whole Student Journey Advising

Feature/Bolt-On to Student Portal



As Luis completes the intake survey and signs up for 
orientation, a Case/Cohort Management System with CRM 
functionality updates his profile, allowing the rest of his Success 
Team (i.e., counselor, academic advisor, financial aid 
counselor, etc.) and eventually, other support staff he may 
need, to learn more about him.



During orientation, Luis and the onboarding navigator discuss 
the interests and goals Luis has indicated on his intake survey. 
Luis expresses an interest in science and in helping people but 
is unsure of which specific program he should pursue. His 
navigator pulls up a self-reflection and career exploration tool 
to help Luis articulate his personal interests, needs, and goals, 
and explore different post-graduation options, examining 
factors like credential requirements, job descriptions, job 
prospects, and salary ranges.

Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Case/Cohort Management System (with CRM functionality)

Career Exploration & Planning Tools

Orientation & 
Goal Setting

04
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Whole Student Journey Advising

Case/Cohort 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM (with CRM 
Functionality)

A system that enables a Success Team, including advisors, to document and 
share information about their student’s journey, field incoming requests, and 
support inquiries that require actions or follow-up.

Description:

While some institution staff may call 
these systems “CRMs,” those closest to 
student success IT strategy, including 
CIOs, institution IT implementation 
leads, and vendors themselves, note 
that a more accurate descriptor might 
be “student success tools with CRM 
features,” “case management tools,” or 
“cohort management tools.” This is 
because, far beyond the typical 
communications focus of CRMs across 
industries, these tools increasingly 
include a much broader set of features.

At a high level, Case/Cohort Management 
tools:


 help advisors sort/filter students to 

prioritize and personalize efforts
 enable strategic, proactive outreach/

communication planning aligned with 
critical points in the school year and/or 
across individual student journeys (e.g., 
embedded CRM functionality and/or 
ability to integrate with a third-party 
CRM), and

 aggregate knowledge/insight about 
students (individually and collectively) to 
coordinate action across departments 
for more strategic, sustained, 
integrated, personalized, and 
proactive student support and 
intervention.

The functionality of these products varies 
widely. A basic Case/Cohort Management 
tool might include an advisor dashboard 
view, appointment scheduler, and basic 
CRM (e.g., filtering, outreach, 
communications tracking) functionality. A 
more robust system might also bundle in 
advanced analytics, multiple user view 
options, and a companion student portal.

Note:

Functionality & 
bundle options

04
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Parent product to bolt-on/feature tools found in Milestones 6, 7, and 9



Whole Student Journey Advising

CAREER 
EXPLORATION & 
PLANNING TOOLS

A platform to connect students, alumni, and employers. Students can 
participate in job searches, networking, and access staff and resources 
for résumé and interview preparation. Alumni and employers may also 
connect with students.

Description:

Career exploration and planning 
tools have continued to evolve, 
increasingly merging features for 
students, recent graduates, advisors 
and career services staff, and 
employers. Some are embedded in 
Student Portals, while others are 
stand-alone products (but may be 
linked to within Student Portals). 



Many offerings may include career 
exploration tools, résumé review 
functionality, information linking a 
program of study with potential 
careers in a selected geographic 
location, and/or practice interviews 
or tutorials with on- or off-site 
career professionals.

Students also use job board applications 
to seek part-time work or internships 
during the school year, as well as 
opportunities such as apprenticeships, 
fellowships, and career shadowing / 
experiential learning opportunities.



Advisors and counselors are expected 
to connect students with these tools and 
other resources to improve students’ 
own abilities to navigate the exciting but 
complex task of setting and executing 
on post-graduation goals. At exemplary 
institutions, conversations about career 
aspirations, often aided by the features 
and data offered through these tools, 
happen early and often throughout the 
student journey.

Note:

Boost Usage

Simply having this tool available does not 
guarantee that students will use it. 
Exemplary institutions embed career 
advising and post-graduation goal setting 
early-on in the student journey and 
incorporate these tools as part of that 
guided conversation. While exploring 
career data, institutions should ensure that 
students are also empowered to think about 
their broader life goals and the academic 
credentials required for various career 
paths. What are their interests? What kind 
of lifestyle do they envision for themselves 
(and, if applicable, their families)? Are they 
interested in pursuing further education to 
attain a bachelor’s degree or more?

04
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Luis determines that healthcare may be a good fit for his 
interests and goals and learns from the healthcare program 
advisor that different healthcare pathways, especially 
Nursing, will come with different requirements – like a 
minimum GPA – down the road. To keep his options open, he 
and his onboarding navigator build a degree plan for his first 
term, which will allow him to explore the broader healthcare 
pathway before deciding on a specific program next term. 



Next, Luis and his onboarding navigator work together to 
register for his first term. Luis explains that he will not be 
available on Wednesday afternoons because of his part-time 
job and would prefer to take most of his courses in-person. 
The onboarding navigator shows Luis how to input these 
preferences, generates a course schedule that fits these 
parameters, and helps Luis to register for those courses.

Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Degree Planner

Course Scheduler & Registration

Degree Planning 
& Registration

05
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Degree 
Planner

Enables students and advisors to co-create personalized, term-by-term 
course plans aligned with student degree requirements, needs, and goals.

Description:

In their ideal state, degree planning 
tools have an intuitive user interface 
for both students and advisors. 
Sometimes Degree Planners can be 
embedded within a centralized 
Student Portal for students and 
easily accessible through advisors’ 
Case Management systems (if 
available). Other times, they are 
bolted on or included with the 
institution’s Degree Audit system.

Even if they are not part of the Degree 
Audit, Degree Planners should be able 
to reliably pull accurate degree rule 
data from the institution’s Degree 
Audit system to ensure that students 
stay on-track and aligned with the 
institution’s existing requirements and 
course offerings.

Note:

Tool Data accuracy

The accuracy, and therefore the utility, of any 
degree planning tool relies on degree data 
integrity and accessibility of the Degree Audit. 
At many institutions, degree data (e.g., degree 
requirements, requisite requirements, etc.) can 
be outdated, inaccurate, or incomplete. 
Consider the processes that should be in place 
to maintain degree data integrity, as data 
issues are carried over into the digital 
academic plan. Alternatively, some Degree 
Audit systems do not integrate effectively with 
academic planning tools from other vendors. Be 
sure to consider this during the procurement 
and implementation processes.

Core Academic Advising

05
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Feature/Bolt-On to Degree Audit product from Milestone 8

Often paired with following product: Course Scheduler & Registration



COURSE 
SCHEDULER & 
REGISTRATION

A tool for students to translate their degree plan – or list of courses they 
need to complete in a given term – into a course schedule, allowing 
students to register for classes that align with their academic 
requirements and life contexts.

Description:

Course Scheduler and Registration 
tools may offer a variety of features 
to help students select a 
personalized schedule that 
balances and integrates their 
academic course requirements with 
their life obligations and needs. 
Most offer the ability for students to 
block off days/hours when they are

not available, input modality 
preferences (i.e., in-person or 
virtual), and auto-generate a few 
options of degree plan-aligned 
schedules for students to choose 
from. Once a schedule is 
selected, advanced tools allow 
students to register for all 
courses at once in one click.

Note:

Tool Efficacy

For course scheduling tools to work effectively, 
institutions will need to plan in advance when/
where courses will be offered and in which 
modality (in-person, virtual, hybrid) they will be 
presented. Institutions should consider whether the 
institutions should move toward a student-centered 
(rather than faculty or administration-centered) 
scheduling approach. Functionality of the Course 
Scheduling and Registration tool/feature may also 
vary depending on the strength of integration 
between this tool and other adjacent tools, 
including: Degree Planner, Degree Audit, SIS, 
Student Portal, Case Management System. 

Core Academic Advising

05
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Often paired with previous product: Degree Planner



Several weeks into the term, Luis earns a high grade in 
Biology 101 and expresses interest in the possibility of 
majoring in STEM or adding a pre-health concentration. 
Reviewing Luis’s profile, the advisor notes this interest and 
identifies additional resources to share with Luis to help 
him maintain his high grades and achieve this goal. 



Several months later, Luis’s advisor receives an alert from 
Luis’s professor that Luis missed an important Biology class 
and a required lab session. Seeing the alert, the advisor 
sends a personalized note to check on Luis and to ask if 
he wants to chat. Luis sees his advisor’s message. It comes 
with a helpful link to schedule an appointment. Luis clicks 
the link and sets up a time that works with his schedule. 
When he arrives at the advising center, there is a kiosk for 
him to sign in, letting his advisor know that he has arrived.

Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Alerts — Case/Cohort Management System

Appointment Scheduling + Kiosk

Proactive 
Advising

06
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Whole Student Journey Advising

Alerts — Case 
Managment 
SYstem

A bolt-on feature, typically for Case/Cohort Management Systems (CMS), 
enabling faculty and other support staff to send an early signal to one 
another – or to the student –  that the student may need additional support.

Description:

Alert systems are typically a feature 
or bolt-on to Case/Cohort 
Management Systems (CMS) and 
work in tandem with other features 
(e.g., Notes & Referrals, Predictive 
Analytics, Nudging) to allow 
Success Teams to coordinate and 
communicate students' need to 
appropriate staff.



Alert systems often also integrate 
with an institution's Learning 
Management System (LMS),

allowing faculty to "trigger" an alert 
based on falling grades, absenteeism, 
or other challenges they may witness in 
the classroom.



When implemented effectively, alerts 
help institutions to offer a more 
proactive and strategic approach to 
intervene with the student. In the ideal 
use cases, staff can then prioritize 
advising and support efforts that get the 
student back on track.

Note:

Cognitive Overload

An overabundance of alerts can overwhelm 
users, who may then ignore the alerts 
altogether, negating the efficacy of the tool. 
Exemplary institutions specify exactly how they 
would like to use their alert system. They 
consider: Who should be able to trigger an 
alert? Based on what data or rationale?  
Effective protocols include clear instructions 
about WHO is responsible for taking action, 
WHAT the action/intervention should be, BY 
WHEN the intervention should be completed, 
and HOW the responsible party will indicate 
that action was taken and/or communicate 
next steps.

06
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Feature/Bolt-On to CMS product from Milestone 4



Whole Student Journey Advising

APPOINTMENT 
SCHEDULING + KIOSK

A product that helps organize appointment-based interactions by automating 
the scheduling process, offering calendar availability integrations, and 
sending automatic reminders. Adding an accessible kiosk can further 
streamline the check-in/check-out process for meetings.

Description:

Appointment scheduling and kiosk 
technologies are increasingly used 
by students to set up, reschedule, 
and cancel meetings with advisors, 
tutors, professors, and other school 
staff and offices (and vice versa). 
This technology can sometimes be 
integrated as part of an institution’s 
Case/Cohort Management System, 
allowing for integration of student 
and staff calendars, along with a 
display of key notes inserted by a 
student or staff member.

When a kiosk function is available 
and enabled as a part of 
appointment scheduling software, 
students can self-service check in to 
their appointments. Kiosk 
functionality can also keep a record 
of the visit, track time within an 
appointment, or allow for drop-in 
visits when a student has not made 
a formal appointment.

06
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Note:

CMS vs. CRM 
Integration

While many Case/Cohort Management Systems have built 
in appointment scheduling and kiosk functionality, 
institutions with multiple CRMs (i.e., a prospect management 
CRM and an enrolled student Case Management System + 
CRM Features) may need to use separate appointment 
scheduling and/or kiosk applications for different use cases. 
This may add more complexity to staff training and can also 
confuse students who are not familiar with multiple 
appointment scheduling and kiosk products.



In certain cases, an institution may desire to integrate a 
third-party appointment scheduling/kiosk offering into its 
existing Case/Cohort Management System or CRM to 
provide features not native to those tools, such as bi-
directional communication or integration with applications 
such as Microsoft Outlook or Google Gmail.

Often paired with a Case/Cohort Management System



Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Holistic Profile, Notes and Referrals — CMS

Nudging — CMS

Ongoing, Holistic 
Student Support

07
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Luis informs his advisor that he missed a key class and laboratory 
session due to a car accident. As a result of this incident, he is now 
struggling with new concepts covered during his absence. Luis’s advisor 
helps him submit a request for emergency funding to subsidize the costs 
of repair, gives Luis a referral to the biology tutoring center, and plans 
for Luis to speak with the biology professor. The advisor adds these 
notes to Luis’ student profile, and his Student Portal is updated with new, 
personalized tasks: Set up a tutoring appointment and meet with the 
professor. When Luis arrives at the tutoring center and checks in, his 
tutor has already read the advisor’s note, greets Luis by name, and 
knows exactly how to help.



With help from the tutor, Luis finishes the term with a strong GPA. 
Between terms, he takes on a new job and almost forgets to register for 
classes. Thankfully, he receives proactive text message nudges that both 
congratulate him on his progress and remind him of the upcoming 
registration period.



Whole Student Journey Advising

Holistic Profile, 
Notes and 
Referrals — CMS

A bolt-on feature, typically for Case/Cohort Mgmt, enabling staff and faculty 
to coordinate student supports. Advisors may document new interactions with 
students, refer students to other depts., or review notes entered by colleagues.

Description:

One core feature of Case/Cohort 
Management Systems is the ability 
for users to view critical information 
about students, including student 
profile information, student activity, 
communication logs, and student 
interactions with various 
departments across campus. 



Case/Cohort Management Systems 
endeavor to provide institutions with 
a means to coordinate student 
support and communication. Users 
may log their interactions with 
students, refer students to other 
departments as needed, and view

other notes about the student made by 
other support team members. 



Some standard CRM products used across 
industries may also be configured to 
provide similar functionality. In some cases, 
these CRM tools may offer a degree of 
flexibility that Case/Cohort Management 
Systems built for higher education cannot 
offer. However, the customization and 
configuration process can be tedious, and 
some CRM vendors may structure pricing 
in such a way that makes scaling the 
product to additional end users (e.g., 
advising department and financial aid and 
counseling, etc.) prohibitively expensive.

Note:

Data Permisions

Notes may include sensitive 
information about students that not 
all offices should be able to see. 
Institutions should carefully map out 
access and permissions within the 
Case/Cohort Management System.
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Feature/Bolt-On to CMS product from Milestone 4



Whole Student Journey Advising

Nudging 
— CMS

A bolt-on feature, typically for Case/Cohort Management, that allows faculty 
or staff to proactively send short messages (often automated, via text 
message) at key intervals and milestones in support of the student’s journey.

Description:

Nudging platforms, embedded 
within or integrated with Case/
Cohort Management Systems, help 
to orchestrate these text message 
campaigns. When students text 
back and/or answer a short survey 
question posed in a nudge (e.g., 
How stressed are you feeling? Very, 
A Bit, Not at All), the platform can 
also initiate a sequence of follow-up 
activities based on the student’s

response (e.g., If a student is “very” 
stressed, an advisor might be prompted 
to reach out). Some studies have shown 
that, used effectively, nudges can 
positively impact student retention and 
success. Some Case/Cohort 
Management Systems include a built-in 
nudging feature; others rely on add-on 
products that may be described as 
nudging tools or niche CRMs.

Note:

Targeted Frequency

Nudging is most effective when it is targeted 
and used sparingly. If students receive too 
many nudges, they may begin to ignore them. 
If investing in both a Case/Cohort 
Management System and a niche CRM/
nudging product bolt-on, institutions should 
carefully consider how these tools will be 
integrated and used. Duplicative technology 
features can cause confusion amongst end 
users and may make it difficult to track and 
coordinate communication with students, 
thereby limiting the efficacy of both products.
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Feature/Bolt-On to CMS product from Milestone 4



Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Degree Audit

Degree Progress08
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At his next advising and registration appointment, Luis’s 
advisor reminds him that he’ll need to make a decision about 
which pathway within the healthcare field he’d like to pursue. 
Luis shares that his conversations with faculty have piqued his 
interest in either Radiologic Technology or Nursing. His 
advisor shows Luis how to use a Degree Audit tool to explore 
how his credits to-date apply to each program of study and to 
visualize how his degree plan would need to proceed to 
complete either credential. Luis sees that the Nursing pathway 
will require a Bachelor’s degree and that he will need to be 
careful about which courses he selects to ensure that his 
credits will transfer to the local university. After considering 
each pathway and his own goals and interests, Luis decides to 
pursue Radiologic Technology. 



As Luis progresses through his courses over the coming terms, 
he refers back to his Degree Audit to make sure that he is still 
on-track for graduation.



Degree Audit
A critical education technology that stores all degree requirements and 
progress data. Provides an analysis of a student’s progress towards a 
given degree, certificate, concentration, or learning path.

Description:

Many Degree Audit tools also offer 
the ability to conduct “what-if” 
analyses. A “what-if” analysis 
allows a student or advisor to see 
how a student’s credits might 
articulate to a variety of other 
degrees, majors, concentrations, 
certificates, etc. outside of the 
pathway a student is currently 
pursuing. This is a helpful tool for 
students considering a program 
change. Some may also include the 
ability to explore how credits 
transfer to partner institutions.

Alternatively, some institutions 
choose to invest in standalone 
transfer articulation analysis tools 
for this functionality. 



Degree Audit vendors may also 
offer companion  
tools, which offer a more user-
friendly means of both planning 
individual, term-by-term course 
maps that meet degree 
requirements as stored in the 
Degree Audit. Others may attempt 
to integrate with third-party tools.

Degree Planner

*Parent product to the Feature/Bolt-On Degree Planner from Milestone 5

Note:

API Integration

Many institutions struggle with outdated, 
inaccurate, or complex degree requirements; 
additionally, the process to input and update 
degree requirements into degree audit systems can 
be onerous. These issues and complexities then 
result in inaccurate degree audits for students, and 
hinder the efficacy of tools, like Degree Planners, 
that rely on accurate degree audit data. 
Depending on their backend configuration, some 
degree audit systems can more easily integrate 
with third-party student success technologies than 
others. Allow your CIO/CTO to thoroughly 
interrogate how degree requirement data flows to 
and from these tools, and whether that integration 
relies on APIs or other connectors that will need to 
be continuously updated over time.

Core Academic Advising
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Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Prospect Engagement Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Alumni & Advancement Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Completion and 
Post-Graduation
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As Luis approaches his last term, he receives an automated 
email and several nudges from his advisor reminding him to 
visit the career center and job board, sign up for résumé 
reviews, and to apply for graduation. His advisor has been 
able to sort and filter her caseload to target her pre-
graduation outreach to all students, like Luis, who are on-track 
to complete their credentials in the coming term. 



After Luis graduates, his college continues to reach out with 
relevant opportunities to upskill or to connect with other 
alumni from similar backgrounds who can serve as career 
mentors. One day, Luis is invited to connect with new and 
rising healthcare students, like 20-year-old Javi, that he can 
eventually hire for open positions at the medical center where 
he works.



Whole Student Journey Advising

Cohort Management 
& Communication 
— CMS

A bolt-on feature, typically for a CMS, that provides faculty and staff 
the ability to sort, filter, and group students by attribute to help advisors 
and support staff strategically craft outreach and communication efforts 
to specific cohorts.

Description:

Systems can create groups of 
students to be assigned en 
masse to a specific advisor or 
support team. For example, all 
healthcare students might form 
one cohort. Other filters can be 
used for advisors and support 
staff to sort and filter students 
within a subgroup or cohort.

For example, an advisor assigned to 
healthcare students might filter their 
list of students by where they are in 
their pathway to send outreach 
pertinent to that specific phase of the 
student journey (e.g., # of credits 
completed or left to complete, 
progress on a specific milestone, like 
graduation application).

Note:

Data Upkeep

Users can only filter based on the data fields that the 
institution has been able to include in the Case 
Management System. If advisors, for example, want 
to be able to filter for students who are a part of a 
specific club or scholarship program, the system must 
have already been configured with the appropriate 
data fields and capabilities to “tag” all students who 
are a part of those programs. If this data is stored in 
another system (e.g., a student life-focused CRM), 
institutions will need to be vigilant about auditing the 
degree of integration possible between these tools 
before assuming insights in one can be easily ported 
to the other.
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Feature/Bolt-On to CMS product from Milestone 4



Whole Student Journey Advising

ALUMNI & 
ADVANCEMENT CRM

A means to maintain communication with college alumni following graduation 
and/or to connect the institution with community-based organizations and 
businesses with targeted outreach campaigns, providing sustained support 
and engagement with alumni. 

Description:

Alumni and Advancement CRMs are 
designed with a specific target audience 
and user in mind. In this case, the 
Advancement Office and/or Workforce 
Development Center and/or Career 
Center tend to be the primary users, and 
college alumni and/or community-based 
organizations and businesses tend to be 
the intended audience for outreach.



Outreach may focus on generating 
donations, partnerships, and/or general 
community engagement with the 
institution. An Advancement Office might 
create targeted outreach to all health 
care pathway alumni, for example, to 
solicit donations to upgrade a student-run 
clinic. The Workforce Development Dean 
might reach out to several local 
employers to explore their

interest in collaborating on a new 
certificate program. Or the Career Center 
might reach out to any number of alumni or 
community members to support a student 
mentorship program. 



Unlike Prospect Engagement CRMs or Case 
Management CRMs, this tool tends to be 
focused almost exclusively on targeted 
communication campaigns. Ideally, this 
helps to provide sustained support for and 
engagement with former students and 
community members. 



A typical interface might include basic 
contact information, various data fields to 
sort and filter contacts, and a record of 
interaction. For alumni, profiles might also 
include some information from when the 
alumnus was a student (e.g., program of 
study, student clubs, graduation year).

Note:

Targeted Frequency

The outreach targets for this kind of CRM system 
can be deeply varied and mutli-faceted. For 
example, an alumna may also be a current 
employer, or a donor, or a critical community 
member, or all of the above. Institutions should 
carefully consider how to build and update the 
structure of this CRM to accommodate the many 
types of relationships and perspectives that a 
single individual may have with the institution. 
Overcommunicating with a subject or 
communicating with a subject without their 
consent to do so after graduation, may also 
cause that individual to ignore all outreach. 
Consider what processes and guidelines should 
exist to ensure that people can opt in and out of 
messaging and are not overwhelmed with 
outreach from different departments.
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Feature/Bolt-On to CMS product from Milestone 4



Tool(s) in this Milestone:

Analytics & Data Dashboards

Analysis and 
Continuous 
Improvement

10
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College leadership can analyze the activities and experiences 
of students like Luis to understand the interactions most closely 
tied to positive outcomes for different student populations. 
These analytics can also be used to guide personalized 
outreach and support to students like Luis, such that Luis and 
his peers continue to receive the support they need throughout 
their journey.



Whole Student Journey Advising

Analytics & Data 
Dashboards

A means to measure, analyze, and visualize data from multiple sources, 
providing high-level insights into a student’s journey and informing advisor-
student interactions with meaningful focus areas and critical topics.

Description:

When vendors reference “analytics,” 
this actually refers to several types 
of data analysis, interpretation and 
visualization functionality

 Descriptive analytics summarizes 
what has happened at the 
institution

 Predictive analytics uses past 
trends to suggest what could 
happen in the future

 Prescriptive analytics offers 
insights into what an institution 
should do given a specific 
scenario.


The advantage of these tools 
over a more standard database 
is that they tend to be fairly user 
friendly, and can present data 
insights more visually, making it 
easier for faculty and staff 
without a data or IT background 
to understand various patterns 
and trends and, ideally, be more 
strategic in future student success 
and equity efforts.

Note:

Types of Analytics

All analytics tools can provide descriptive 
analytics, and some provide predictive analytics. 
Prescriptive analytics are still fairly nascent in the 
field and, just like other analytics insights, should 
be used more as one research input to broader 
strategy discussions rather than a “silver bullet” 
answer to retention, success, or equity efforts. All 
three types of analytics heavily depend on the 
quality and accessibility of the data that the 
institution has available. Institutions must provide 
adequate training to ensure that analytics tools 
do not inadvertently exacerbate equity gaps.
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Cross Product 
Considerations

Just as institutions are intentional about how 
physical spaces on campus are configured for 
students, so should they be intentional about how 
advising technologies are configured to fully 
integrate key resources and services for students, 
faculty, and staff in a way that is inclusive and 
accessible. Careful planning is a prerequisite for 
any advising technology implementation. 



The following considerations should therefore be 
taken into account, regardless of the specific 
product an institution is implementing:

Advising Strategy Planning

Access to Technology

Technology Prioritization

Student Inclusion & Equity

User Training

User Buy-In & Usage

Data Sharing

Data Governance
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Access to Technology

Remote learning in 2020 resulting from the COVID-19 global pandemic revealed an 
ongoing pain point for many students around reliable connectivity and access to 
internet, availability and use of computer and smartphone devices, and training and 
onboarding for other required technologies for full participation in academic work 
and other aspects of the student experience.

Advising Strategy Planning

Many student success products can be configured to meet the unique advising 
processes and needs of an institution; this malleability in turn means that institutions 
should be prepared to discuss and plan for the many people and process 
implications of an advising technology adoption ideally before technology 
implementation begins. If an institution has not clearly articulated its intake and 
advising processes, support team member roles and responsibilities, etc., 
implementation can become fraught, leading to reduced technology efficacy and 
limited end user buy-in/usage. Resources such as 

 and others listed in the bibliography can 
support institutions through this process.

EDUCAUSE’s Success Factors for 
Advising Technology Implementation

Considerations 1–4

Student Inclusion & Equity

Institutions will need to develop a shared understanding of equity and inclusion 
goals and outcomes, and clarify the ways in which they will collect and apply 
disaggregated data to achieve them. Institutions will also need to consider how first-
generation, non-native English speakers, students with disabilities, racially 
minoritized, and other student populations will interact with technology throughout 
their advising journey. “College students are not a monolith; there is no single 
student experience, and the unique combination of every individual’s identities, 
motivations, and goals is complex and fluid” (Chamberlain & Newkirk-Kotfila, 2021, 
p. 6). The best way to configure technology with a specific student identity or 
experience in mind is to invite feedback from and participation of students 
themselves. Exemplary institutions conduct interviews and student focus groups, and 
they include diverse cross-sections of students in vendor pitch presentations and 
ensure diverse students pilot the tool during configuration/implementation. 

Technology Prioritization

Institutions with the smoothest implementations rarely implement all the system’s 
features at once, as this can overwhelm an IT department and cause project teams 
to overlook key planning steps. Instead, effective leaders take a phased approach, 
carefully prioritizing which features to “stand up” first, and which will can be added 
in at later stages. Often, a set of core principles (e.g., “Student needs first”) can 
help to guide this prioritization process. 

 provides step-by-step guidance on this process.
The Ada Center’s Advising Technology 

Planning and Procurement Playbook
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https://www.advisingsuccessnetwork.org/organizational-learning-and-continuous-improvement/success-factors-advising-tech-implementation/
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https://www.theadacenter.org/advisingtechplaybook


Considerations 5–8

Data Governance

Data availability, access, and accuracy impact the efficacy of advising technology 
tools. When a feature does not work as anticipated, the root cause can often be 
traced to some data-related issue. Perhaps an end user group is not inputting 
information into the system, compromising the availability of a data field. Or 
perhaps a degree audit system’s degree requirements are coded in such a way that 
it is challenging for third-party systems to integrate with that data. Before 
implementing any new advising technology, experts advise that institutions audit 
their own data and data practice and get clear guidance from their intended vendor 
about which existing systems’ data the new advising technology will need to 
leverage. Resources such as 

 and others listed in the bibliography can support institutions 

with this.

EDUCAUSE’s Understanding and Developing a Data-
Informed Culture

Data Sharing & Privacy

As the institution increasingly collects and generates data and analytics from and 
about students, teams must consider how to address potential artificial intelligence 
and machine learning biases that may be replicated and to ensure integrity around 
student data privacy, including students’ ability to have some control over and 
knowledge of how their data is shared. Any tool that requires students or prospective 
students to enter income data, residency status, and/or parent occupation may lead 
poverty-affected, first-generation, undocumented / Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals (DACA), or non-English dominant students to feel cautious or excluded from 
recruitment and enrollment opportunities. Processes must be in place that 
demonstrate cultural sensitivity and possible alternatives to such requests.

User Training

Adequate professional development and training is imperative for any student 
success technology acquisition. In addition to addressing how to use these tools, 
institutions with the strongest training protocols also discuss how tool use – and 
misuse – can impact student success and equity. Increasingly, technology usage 
should be a critical part of institutions’ broader DEI training, discussions, and policy 
implementation. Additionally, for products that students will use, there should also 
be training opportunities and materials available to assist students as needed.

User Buy-In & Usage

Ultimately, the success of a technology tool often relies on an institution’s ability to 
ensure that the tool is used properly at scale. This level of adept user usage requires 
strong user buy-in, which is most reliably achieved through end user involvement in 
the planning and procurement process, robust training and support, key technology 
“champions,” a well-managed implementation, and eventually, evidence that the 
technology tool is truly helping to advance the student success and equity goals it is 
purported to support. Resources below can speak to how institutions can foster this 
buy-in and/or pivot to regain momentum amid challenged implementations.

Resources
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Resources
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01 Holistic Student Supports Discovery Inventory
Link to document at: Achieving The Dream website

Achieving the Dream
(2019)

02 Holistic Student Supports Redesign: A Toolkit
Link to document at: Achieving The Dream website

Achieving the Dream
(2018)

03 Guided Pathways Essential Practices: Scale of Adoption Self-Assessment
Link to document at: Achieving The Dream website

Achieving the Dream
(2016)

04 Equity Review Tool
Link to document at: Every Learner Everywhere website

Achieving the Dream, Every Learner Everywhere & intentional futures
(2022)

05 ASN Advising Roadmap
Link to document at: Advising Success Network website

Advising Success Network
(2022)

06 Understanding and Developing a Data-Informed Culture
Link to document at: Advising Success Network website

Advising Success Network & EDUCAUSE
(2022)

07 Success Factors for Advising Technology Implementation
Link to document at: Advising Success Network website

Advising Success Network, Sova & EDUCAUSE
(2021)

08 Advising Institutional Transformation Assessment Rubric
Link to document at: Postsecondary ITA website

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
(2019)

09 Student Experiences with Technology in the Pandemic
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Brooks, D.C., Gierdowski, D.

(2021)

10 2017 Trends and Technologies: IPASS
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Borray, A., Millichap, N
(2017)

11 Why Data Matters for Student Success in a Post-Pandemic World
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Carmean, C., Kil, D., Baer, L.

(2021)

12 Knowing Our Students: Understanding & Designing for Success
Link to document at: Achieving The Dream website

Chamberlain, A.W., Newkirk-Kotfila, E.

(2021)

13 A theory of change for advising in the 21st century
Link to document at: Wiley Online Library website

Chamberlain, A.W., Burnside, O.

(2022)

14 Engaging Undergraduate Students for Success: A Digital Solution for Robust Academic Planning
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Dooley, E., Oonge, H.

(2021)

15 A Framework for Student Success Analytics
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2022)

16 EDUCAUSE Student & Faculty Technology Studies
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2021)

17 Learning Management Systems (LMS)
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2021)

https://achievingthedream.org/holistic-student-supports-discovery-inventory/
https://achievingthedream.org/holistic-student-supports-redesign-toolkit/
https://achievingthedream.org/guided-pathways-adoption-template/
https://www.everylearnereverywhere.org/resources/equity-review-tool/
https://www.advisingsuccessnetwork.org/resources/
https://www.advisingsuccessnetwork.org/technology-management/data-informed-culture/
https://www.advisingsuccessnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/EDUCAUSE_ASN_Success-Factors-for-Advising-Technology-Implementation.pdf
https://postsecondaryita.org/
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2021/4/student-experiences-with-technology-in-the-pandemic
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2017/5/2017-trends-and-technologies-ipass
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2021/8/why-data-matters-for-student-success-in-a-post-pandemic-world
https://achievingthedream.org/understand-students-better-guide/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/he.20405
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2021/5/engaging-undergraduate-students-for-success-a-digital-solution-for-robust-academic-planning
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2022/5/a-framework-for-student-success-analytics
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2021/10/educause-student-and-faculty-technology-studies
https://library.educause.edu/topics/teaching-and-learning/learning-management-systems-lms


18 Student Retention
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2021)

19 Technology-Enabled Advising
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2021)

20 The Many Facets of Faculty Involvement in the Implementation Process: A Case Study of Northeast Wisconsin Technical College
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2021)

21 Checklist for iPASS Degree Planning Technology
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2017)

22 Checklist for iPASS Early Alert Technology
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2017)

23 Checklist for iPASS Predictive Analytics Technology
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2017)

24 Planning for Rollout and Adoption: A Guide for iPASS Institutions
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

EDUCAUSE
(2017)

25 3Fold Gains: How Technology Can Improve Quality, Access, and Affordability in Higher Education
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Ehrmann, S.
(2022)

26 The Role(s) of Stakeholders in the Implementation of Advising Technology
Link to document at: Advising Success Network website

Fried, M., McDaniel, C.
(2021)

27 Enhancing Student Academic Success with Technology
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Galanek, J., Brooks, D.
(2018)

28 2020 Student Technology Report: Supporting the Whole Student
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Gierdowski, D., Brooks, D., Galanek, J.
(2020)

29 Changes Ahead: Personalizing the Admissions and Recruitment Experience in Higher Ed
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Howells, E.
(2021)

30 Lessons learned from advising redesigns at three colleges
Link to document at: Columbia University website

Kalamkarian, H.S., Pellegrino, L., Lopez, A., & Barnett, E.A.
(2020)

31 Redesigning advising with the help of technology: Early experiences of Three Institutions
Link to document at: Columbia University website

Kalamkarian, H. S., Boynton, M., & Salazar, A.L.
(2018)

32 Putting SSIPP into Practice at Scale: Questions to Ask as You Build Campus Systems for Holistic Student Support
Link to document at: Phase Two Advisory website

Karp, M.
(2021)

33 Integrated Planning and Advising for Student Success (iPASS): State of the Literature
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Karp, M.
(2016)

34 A Complex Ecosystem: A Qualitative Investigation Into Dynamics Affecting the Implementation of College Advising Redesigns
Link to document at: Columbia University website

Klempin, S., Pellegrino, L.
(2020)

35 Integrating Technology and Advising: Studying Enhancements to Colleges’ iPASS Practices
Link to document at: MDRC website

Mayer, A., Santikian Kalamkarian, H., Cohen, B., Pellegrino, L., Boynton, M., Yang, E.
(2019)

36 iPASS: Lessons From the Field
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Metros, S., Morris, H.
(2018)
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https://library.educause.edu/topics/student-success/student-retention
https://library.educause.edu/topics/student-success/technology-enabled-advising
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2021/3/the-many-facets-of-faculty-involvement-in-the-implementation-process
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2017/1/checklist-for-ipass-degree-planning-technology
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2017/1/checklist-for-ipass-early-alert-technology
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2017/4/checklist-for-ipass-predictive-analytics-technology
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2017/1/planning-for-rollout-and-adoption-a-guide-for-ipass-institutions
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2022/4/3fold-gains-how-technology-can-improve-quality-access-and-affordability--in-higher-education
https://www.advisingsuccessnetwork.org/technology-management/stakeholders-implementation-advising-technology/
https://www.educause.edu/ecar/research-publications/enhancing-student-academic-success-with-technology/introduction-and-key-findings
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2020/10/2020-student-technology-report-supporting-the-whole-student
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2021/5/changes-ahead-personalizing-the-admissions-and-recruitment-experience-in-higher-ed
https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/lessons-learned-advising-redesigns-three-colleges.html
https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/redesigning-advising-technology-three-institutions.html
https://www.phasetwoadvisory.com/news-resources/ssipp
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2016/10/integrated-planning-and-advising-for-student-success-ipass-state-of-the-literature
https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/dynamics-affecting-college-advising-redesign.html
https://www.mdrc.org/publication/integrating-technology-and-advising
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2018/8/ipass-lessons-from-the-field
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37 Using Technology to Redesign College Advising and Student Support: Findings and Lessons From Three Colleges' Efforts to Build on the iPASS Initiative
Link to document at: Columbia University website

Miller, C., Cohen, B., Yang, E., Pellegrino, L.
(2020)

38 Promising Practices in Holistic Advising Transformation: Incorporating Voices of Intermediaries
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Nixon, C.
(2022)

39 Effective Use of Technologies in Student Advising: Is There a Yellow Brick Road?
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Nixon, C.
(2021)

40 Supporting College Students Remotely: Adapting the Evidence for 2020 and Beyond
Link to document at: MDRC website

O'Donoghue, R., Ratledge, A.
(2020)

41 Five Years Later: Technology and Advising Redesign at Early Adopter Colleges
Link to document at: Columbia University website

Pellegrino, L., Lopez Salazar, A., Santikian Kalamkarain, H.
(2021)

42 The changing relationship between advising and technology
Link to document at: Wiley Online Library website

Pelletier, K.
(2021)

43 Digital Transformation: Equipping Advisors for the Journey, Students for Success, Change: The Magazine of Higher Learning
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Pelletier, K., Hutt, C.
(2021)

44 EDUCAUSE QuickPoll Results: Flexibility and Equity for Student Success
Link to document at: EDUCAUSE website

Robert, J.
(2021)

45 Advising and Student Supports at Community Colleges
Link to document at: Columbia University website

Santikian Kalamkarain, H., Barnett, E.
(2021)

46 Redesigning Advising With the Help of Technology: Early Experiences of Three Institutions
Link to document at: MDRC website

Santikian Kalamkarian, H., Boynton, M., Lopez, A.
(2018)

47 Student Feedback on Critical Technology: What Matters and What Doesn’t for Student Success
Link to document at: The Ada Center website

The Ada Center
(2022)

48 Advising Technology Procurement & Planning: A Practical Playbook for Higher Education Leaders
Link to document at: The Ada Center website

The Ada Center
(2020)

49 Case Management and Early Alert Technology Evaluation Resource
Link to document at: The Ada Center website

The Ada Center & Achieving the Dream
(2021)

50 Navigating Emerging Student Success Technology - A Decision Support Framework for College Leaders
Link to document at: The Ada Center website

The Ada Center & The Aspen Institute College Excellence Program
(2022)

51 The Elevation of Advising as Promising Practice
Link to document at: Wiley Online Library website

edited by Jennifer R. Keup. Wiley Online Library
(2022)

52 Driving Toward a Degree 2019 – The Evolution of Planning and Advising in Higher Education – Part 1: Institutional Perspective
Link to document at: Driving Toward A Degree website (2019)

Tyton Partners & BABSON Survey Research Group

53 Driving Toward a Degree 2019 – The Evolution of Planning and Advising in Higher Education – Part 2: Supplier Landscape
Link to document at: Driving Toward A Degree website

Tyton Partners & BABSON Survey Research Group
(2019)

54 Trends in Key Performance Indicators Among Colleges Participating in a Technology-Mediated Advising Reform Initiative
Link to document at: Columbia University website

Velasco, T., Hughes, K., Barnett, E.
(2020)

55 How to Design and Implement Advising Services in Community Colleges: Lessons from Two Decades of Research and Technical Assistance
Link to document at: MDRC website

Vasquez, A., Scrivener, S.
(2020)

https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/using-technology-redesign-college-advising-ipass.html
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2022/6/promising-practices-in-holistic-advising-transformation-incorporating-voices-of-intermediaries
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2021/4/effective-use-of-technologies-in-student-advising-is-there-a-yellow-brick-road
https://www.mdrc.org/publication/supporting-college-students-remotely
https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/technology-advising-redesign-early-adopter-colleges.html
https://doi.org/10.1002/he.20407
https://library.educause.edu/resources/2021/5/digital-transformation-equipping-advisors-for-the-journey-students-for-success
https://er.educause.edu/articles/2021/11/educause-quickpoll-results-flexibility-and-equity-for-student-success
https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/advising-student-supports-community-colleges.html
https://www.mdrc.org/publication/redesigning-advising-help-technology
https://www.theadacenter.org/resources
https://www.theadacenter.org/advisingtechplaybook
https://www.theadacenter.org/resources
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https://drivetodegree.org/report-archive/driving-towards-a-degree-the-evolution-of-student-supports-in-higher-education/
https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/kpis-technology-mediated-advising-reform.html
https://www.mdrc.org/publication/how-design-and-implement-advising-services-community-colleges


The Ada Center

The Ada Center

theadacenter.org

 helps higher education 
leaders navigate technology and 
business process decisions in an 
increasingly complex environment. We 
partner with organizations, state 
systems, and institution leaders on 
projects such as

 Developing and executing a student 
success technology pla

 Practical research on critical 
technology topic

 Getting an IT project back on trac
 Landscape analysis and future 

planning



The Ada Center’s mission is to help 
access-focused institutions use 
technology to strengthen success and 
equity goals. We also partner with 
organizations such as EDUCAUSE and 
the Advising Success Network to author 
resources such as this. To explore 
additional support resources, please 
visit .

EDUCAUSE

EDUCAUSE is a higher education 
technology association and the largest 
community of information technology 
(IT) leaders and professionals 
committed to advancing higher 
education. Technology, IT roles, IT 
responsibilities, and higher education 
are dynamically changing. Formed in 
1998, EDUCAUSE supports those who 
lead, manage, and use information 
technology to anticipate and adapt to 
these changes, advancing strategic IT 
decision-making at every level within 
higher education. EDUCAUSE is a 
global nonprofit organization whose 
members include U.S. and international 
higher education institutions, 
corporations, not-for-profit 
organizations, and K–12 institutions. 
With a community of more than 
100,000 people at member 
organizations around the world, 
EDUCAUSE encourages diversity in 
perspective, opinion, and 
representation. 

Tyton Partners

Tyton Partners

www.tytonpartners.com

 is designed to be 
different. As the leading strategy 
consulting and investment banking firm 
exclusively dedicated to the rapidly 
evolving Global Education Sector, we 
have constructed a team of bankers, 
consultants, principal investors, 
operators, and educators to deliver 
industry-defining insights to power 
executives’ and investors’ critical 
decisions. In higher education, Tyton 
Partners’ consulting practice offers a 
unique spectrum of services to support 
institutions, foundations, nonprofit 
organizations, and companies in 
developing and implementing strategies 
for revenue diversification and growth, 
student persistence and success, and 
innovations in teaching and learning. 
For more information, visit 

.

Substantial

Founded in 2006,  is an 
industry-leading consulting studio 
recognized for an unmatched ability to 
deliver high-quality research and design 
with unparalleled technical excellence. 
Substantial has partnered with some of 
the biggest companies and most 
successful start-ups in the world to 
imagine, build and sustain business-
changing products and services.  With 
a world-class customer satisfaction 
rating, Substantial excels at 
empowering responsible, equitable 
decision-making and sustainable 
innovation cultures for their customers. 
Headquartered in Seattle, Substantial 
has distributed full-time team members 
across North America.

Substantial

Partner Organizations
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